
Alaska voters support reforms that improve the integrity of the 
state’s unemployment insurance (UI) system—including verifying the 

identity of an applicant prior to approving them for benefits.
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Alaska Voters Support Unemployment Integrity

Alaska voters support...

86%
further review of UI applications if they 
appear to be duplicative, come from out of 
state, or originate from a foreign country.

81%
cross-checking UI records 
against prison rolls to  
deter fraud.

75%
monthly checks of UI 
roles against public 
death records.

74% UI website security 
measures to deter fraud.

72%
the state verifying whether 
those on UI are truly looking  
for work.

71%
welfare agencies sharing information 
with unemployment agencies to help 
determine eligibility.



69% comprehensive annual audits  
of the state’s UI system.

61% establishing a mandatory  
referral system to connect job 
seekers with employers.

59% cross-checking new hire  
records to verify whether those  
on UI are truly unemployed.

54% requiring those on UI to perform  
at least one meaningful work 
search activity each business day.

67%requiring the state to recover 
improper UI overpayments.

61%further review of applications 
listing an address already in  

use by another UI recipient.

55%further review of applications 
listing a bank account in use  

by another UI recipient.

54%requiring businesses to report 
applicants suspected of collecting 

UI if they refuse a job offer.

Alaska voters also support...

Results for this poll are based on automated telephone interviews conducted among a statewide sample of 511 likely Alaska voters. Data for this survey research 
was collected by Cor Services, Inc.

Interviews were conducted via a computer-assisted telephone interviewing system utilizing techniques designed to achieve the highest possible respondent 
cooperation.

The surveys were conducted December 20–22, 2021.  The margin of sampling error is plus or minus 4.34 percentage points. The margin of sampling error may be 
higher for certain subgroups. Results presented may not always appear to total 100 percent due to rounding.

Data was sampled using weighted demographic information from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey Voting and Registration Supplement and the 
state election authorities. Demographic information for actual voters in past elections were used to construct sample target weights.

Opportunity Solutions Project paid for all costs associated with this survey.
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